
In addition to medical personnel, many people in “front line” industries such as delivery 
personnel, restaurant workers, and anyone who needs to work within the proximity of others, 
require the ability to “distance themselves” while in close proximity.

This is best accomplished by wearing CapShields, which provide an optically clear barrier and 
can prevent droplet and splash contact with the users’ face. 

With a simple clip, the face shield easily attaches to the bill of most  
baseball caps and prevents splash and droplets from depositing on  
the user’s face. CapShields do not include the baseball cap.

CapShields is a game changer for anyone 
who needs instant protection from splash 
and droplets.

PROTECTION IN SECONDS!
With this approach anyone can instantly  
provide the necessary “distancing mechanism” 
at an affordable price.
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Order at www.capshields.com
CapShields do not include the baseball cap. 
Orders prepaid via valid credit card and PayPal. 

NEW!
Anti-fog 

Option Now 
Available



THE CURRENT PROBLEM:
Because typical face shields require an adjustable headband with a foam barrier to prevent inadvertent droplet 
contamination and a method of head size adjustment, they are complicated and more costly than need be for 
these applications.

GENERAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
CapShields consists of a plastic molded visor clip that attaches directly to the front of the cap bill.  
Attached to the clip is a clear plastic face shield that provides full-face coverage. The shield is available in two  versions, 
standard and anti-fog.

Molded into the clip is the company information, website and phone number for reordering. 
 
CapShields is sold unassembled and in a sealed plastic bag along with an instruction card.  This provides for a flat package 
that can be easily shipped singularly or in multiples. 

The face shield snaps easily into the clip. 

ORDERING INFORMATION
STANDARD

P/N  CV0010-1 CV-19 Face Shield with Clip $12.95 each

P/N  CV0011-1 CV-19 Replacement Face Shield $5.95 each

ANTI-FOG

P/N  CV0020-1 CV-19 Anti-fog Face Shield with Clip $14.95 each

P/N  CV0021-1 CV-19 Anti-fog  Replacement Face Shield $7.95 each

Available in Packs of 1, 5 or 10 or more.

(CapShields do not include the baseball cap)

Orders prepaid via valid credit card and PayPal.

Orders fulfilled by:   Acera, LLC.
   100 Cummings Center, Suite 439C
   Beverly, MA  01915 

   Questions/Customer Service: 978-998-4281

THE CAPSHIELDS SOLUTION
Given that most people in the aforementioned professions own and wear baseball caps, it became apparent that 
the cap itself can serve as an ideal base for a simple and low-cost face shield. 

Order at www.capshields.com
CapShields do not include the baseball cap. 
Orders prepaid via valid credit card and PayPal. 

11/23/20

Both the standard and anti-fog version of the replacement shields fit the universal Capshield clip.
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Step 1: 
Remove the visor clip and the shield 
from 
the bag.

CapShields Instructions

Step 2: 
Remove the protective plastic from 
one side of the shield. This will be 
the inside of the shield when in 
place.

NOTE:
When done properly, 
there should be no gaps 
between the shield and 
the clip.

Step 3:
Making sure the clip is held so the printing is at the top and starting at one end of the clip, insert the post 
into the end hole of the shield.  

3.1: Make sure the inside of the shield has the protective sheet removed and the protective sheet 
remains on the outside. Do not remove the outside protective sheet yet.

3.2: Work your way around the front of the clip, progressively inset the posts until they are all inserted 
into the holes. The holes are intentionally elongated so be sure to pull the shield as you work your way 
around so it does not slip off the post. 

3.3: Smooth out the face shield so it sits firmly on the front edge of the visor clip.

3.4: You should now have the shield attached to the clip with the printing on the top.  

3.43.3

Print at top 
of clip

3.23.1
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*Applies to both standard and anti-fog versions



Try and flatten the 
bill of the cap for 
CapShields to fit 
properly 

Step 4: 
Select a cap. If the visor is not flat and is significantly 
curved, it must be straightened out in order to put 
the visor clip in place.  Try and select a cap with the 
flattest bill possible to ease installation.

Step 5:  
Slide the visor clip over the front of the bill of the 
cap until it is fully in position. Take care to minimize 
the gap between the visor clip and front edge of 
the bill as an open gap may allow splash or 
droplets to fall through.

NOTE:  
Fogging can occur while 
wearing the CapShields in 
cold weather. Use an anti 
fogging spray if this 
happens. Do not use if vision 
is compromised. 

Step 7: 
Adjust the headband of the baseball cap for 
a comfortable fit. 

Step 6: 
Carefully remove the outside protective plastic.
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ORDERING INFORMATION
STANDARD

P/N  CV0010-1 CV-19 Face Shield with Clip $12.95 each

P/N  CV0011-1 CV-19 Replacement Face Shield $5.95 each

NEW! ANTI-FOG

P/N  CV0020-1 CV-19 Anti-fog Face Shield with Clip $14.95 each

P/N  CV0021-1 CV-19 Anti-fog  Replacement Face Shield $7.95 each

Available in Packs of 1, 5 or 10 or more. (CapShields do not include the baseball cap)
For additional ordering information visit www.capshieds.com


